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If you want to help out Michael's family, a fund has been set up to pay for the medical expenses associated with his death: "Donations for the Michael Zebuhr Memorial Fund are being accepted at TCF Bank, 612 Washington Av. SE., or at any TCF Bank branch. Cards and condolences can be sent care of the Zebuhr family to Poling-St. Clair Funeral Home, 95 S. Kanawha St., Buckhannon, WV 26201. In addition, a scholarship fund in his name is being established at Clemson University. Donations can be sent to the Clemson University Foundation in care of Michael Zabuhr, P.O. Box 1889, Clemson, SC 29633.

Confession doesn't stop conspiracy theories

Some suspect sinister plot behind 2006 uptown slaying of Zebuhr, Scholars for 9/11 Truth member

15 March 2007, Pioneer Press, Emily Gurnon
Uptown shooter receives 30-year murder sentence

The victim was a visiting 25-year-old graduate student who had just left a Minneapolis restaurant with members of his family.

15 March 2007, Star Tribune, Rochelle Olson
Justice for Michael Zebuhr

31 December 2006, michaelzebuhr.blogspot.com
Murder in the neighborhood

23 March 2006, newpatriot.org